We report on the determination of a high quality ab initio potential energy surface ͑PES͒ and dipole moment function for water. This PES is empirically adjusted to improve the agreement between the computed line positions and those from the HITRAN 
O with theoretical lines. The 10, 25, 50, 75, and 90 percentiles of the difference between the calculated and tabulated line positions are Ϫ0.11, Ϫ0.04, Ϫ0.01, 0.02, and 0.07 cm Ϫ1 . Nonadiabatic effects are not explicitly included. About 3% of the tabulated line positions appear to be incorrect. Similar agreement using this adjusted PES is obtained for the 17 O and 18 O isotopes. For HD 16 O, the agreement is not as good, with a root-mean-square error of 0.25 cm Ϫ1 for lines with Jр5. This error is reduced to 0.02 cm Ϫ1 by including a small asymmetric correction to the PES, which is parameterized by simultaneously fitting to HD 16 O and D 2 16 O data. Scaling this correction by mass factors yields good results for T 2 O and HTO. The intensities summed over vibrational bands are usually in good agreement between the calculations and the tabulated results, but individual line strengths can differ greatly. A high-temperature list consisting of 307 721 352 lines is generated for H 2 16 O using our PES and dipole moment function. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rovibrational spectrum for the ground state of water is of considerable interest for a number of applications. These areas include astronomy and astrophysics, studies involving the atmospheres of planets, and simulations involving combustion. Consequently, there is a large amount of experimental data. The consumers of the water spectra require line positions and line intensities at particular temperatures over a wide range of intensities. In principle, much of this information can be obtained from experiment, but in practice this is difficult because it is necessary to properly assign all of the transitions in order to model the temperature dependence. Also, weak transitions are difficult to measure under terrestrial conditions. For astrophysical applications in particular, the existing data bases are inadequate. On our sun, there are about 50 lines/cm Ϫ1 in the sunspot spectrum, 1 and experimental data bases only allow the assignment of a handful of lines to water, even though many more water lines are present. In cooler stars with surface temperatures in the range 2000-4000 K, there can be a high concentration of molecular species in their atmospheres. Consequently, the spectra of these stars are very complex, being dominated by many overlapping molecular bands containing typically 10 4 -10 7 lines each. For oxygen rich stars, water can be a major absorber, 2 and the large number of very weak lines can be an important factor governing the predicted size of the stellar atmospheres. 3 In contrast to the experimental situation, theoretical calculations of the opacity are more straightforward in that a complete and consistent data set can be generated. The challenge is to obtain sufficient accuracy in the data.
Theoretical spectra have been generated for astrophysical applications, but the existing spectra [4] [5] [6] are not sufficiently complete and accurate. In the present work we present results that are of much higher accuracy and completeness than previously reported.
Significant progress has been made in algorithms for computing the rotational-vibrational energy levels and intensities of triatomic molecules. Thus, this aspect of the problem is largely solved. The calculations require both an accurate potential energy surface ͑PES͒ and a dipole moment surface ͑DMS͒. Ab initio calculations provide an efficient method for determining the DMS. However, very high quality is required for the PES because it is necessary to predict the rotational-vibrational energy levels to very high accuracy, to better than 0.1 cm Ϫ1 . While the accuracy of ab initio calculations has improved dramatically in recent years, 7 the errors in the best polyatomic potential energy surfaces are still two to three orders of magnitude larger than this. Benchmark calculations have shown that the convergence with basis set expansion is slow. In addition, effects often neglected, such as core correlation ͑oxygen 1s) shifts the harmonic frequencies significantly. 8 Hence, while the errors in the computed potential energy surfaces should be systematic, it will be necessary to use experimental data to refine any ab initio potential in order to achieve spectroscopic accuracy. Currently the best available PESs [9] [10] [11] for H 2 16 O are based on optimization of model potential parameters via a least squares fit to measured rotational-vibrational levels with essentially no input from ab initio calculations. In contrast, by starting from the ab initio potential and then making small corrections to it, we can obtain higher accuracy with fewer parameters. It appears that this is possible only when the ab initio potential is of sufficiently high quality. In addition to fitting the existing experimental data better than a completely empirical PES, it is expected that our PES will give a much more reliable extrapolation to regions not sampled by low temperature experimental data.
In this work we report ab initio calculations for water that are significantly more accurate and extensive than previous work. 4, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] We will present a fit to the ab initio energies and dipole moment. We optimize selected parameters in the fit of the PES to improve the agreement with the observed rovibrational transitions. We show that the differences in the parameters from the ab initio fit are small and the changes in the PES are consistent with the changes expected with improvements in the calculations. This PES and DMS are used to generate a high-temperature ͑4000 K͒ line list for water.
The rovibrational energy levels are obtained from variational calculations using an exact kinetic energy operator and analytic basis functions and do not explicitly include nonadiabatic corrections. The experimental data used for adjusting the PES is taken primarily from the HITRAN 92 data base. 17 However, comparisons are also made to the HITRAN 96 data base, 18 which became available during the course of this work.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we discuss our ab initio methods, in Sec. III we give the fit to the PES, followed by the fit to the DMS in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we give our methods for determining the rovibrational energy levels. This is followed by the description of the empirical modifications to the PES in Sec. VI, a discussion of the results obtained on that PES in Sec. VII, our results for the different isotopes in Sec. VIII, and then a comparison of the empirical PES and the expected errors in the ab initio results in Sec. IX. Finally, we give our conclusions in Sec. X.
II. AB INITIO METHODS
The basis sets employed are the correlation consistent polarized valence basis sets of Dunning and co-workers. 19 These basis sets have been optimized to obtain the atomic correlation energy. The incremental energy lowerings were found to fall into distinct groups, 19 providing a criteria for obtaining systematic convergence to the complete basis set limit. The PES that is reported utilizes the cc-pV5Z basis set augmented with a diffuse s, p, and d on oxygen and an s and p on hydrogen. The exponents for the diffuse functions are taken from the augmented ͑aug͒ correlation consistent sets. The oxygen basis set is of the form (15s 9p 5d 3f 2g 1h)/͓7s 6p 5d 3f 2g 1h͔ and the hydrogen basis is of the form (9s 5p 3d 2f 1g)/ ͓6s 5p 3d 2f 1g͔. Calibration calculations utilize the ccpVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and the cc-pV6Z 20 basis sets. The ccpVTZ and cc-pVQZ sets are augmented in the same manner as the cc-pV5Z set using the corresponding augmented set. The cc-pV6Z basis set is not augmented because of the computational expense and previous work 21 on N 2 indicates that additional augmentation is unnecessary. In short, we will call these basis sets TZ, QZ, 5Z, or 6Z. The number of contracted functions in the calculations were TZ͑75͒, QZ͑132͒, 5Z͑218͒, and 6Z͑322͒.
To study the effect of the 1s correlation, the cc-pVQZ set is modified. The seven inner 1s functions are contracted to two functions using the coefficients from the cc-pVQZ basis set. The outer five s functions are uncontracted as are the six p functions. Two tight d and f functions are added to the (3d 2f 1g) polarization set given by Dunning. The exponents of the added functions are 10.962 and 31.83 for the d functions and 8.274 and 25.68 for the f functions. The basis set is augmented with a diffuse s, p, and d on oxygen and an s and p on hydrogen using the aug-cc-pVQZ exponents. This core basis set, developed to treat both core and valence correlation, is of the form (12s 6p 5d 4f 1g)/ ͓7s 6p 5d 4f 1g͔, and is designated CQZ. For calibration, a cc-pV5Z core set ͑C5Z͒ is derived in a similar manner. The outer six s functions are uncontracted as are the eight p functions. The basis set is augmented with the diffuse functions used for the valence basis set and with two tight d, f , and g polarization functions; the exponents are d ͑14.7, 36.74͒, f ͑10.04, 25.1͒, and g ͑8.38, 20.94͒.
The orbitals are optimized using the complete active space self-consistent-field ͑CASSCF͒ approach. All of the calculations are performed in C s symmetry with six aЈ and two aЉ orbitals and eight electrons active. This active space gives a balanced description for all geometries. More extensive correlation is included using the multireference configuration-interaction ͑MRCI͒ approach. All configurations in the CASSCF wave function are used as references in the MRCI calculations. The same reference space is used when the 1s correlation is treated. The effect of higher excitations is accounted for using the multireference analog of the Davidson correction ͑denoted ϩQ͒. The internal contraction 22 ͑IC͒ is utilized to keep the calculations manageable. The dipole moment was calculated as an expectation value.
In Table I we investigate the convergence with respect to the level of correlation in the TZ-based basis set. The difference between the ICMRCIϩQ and MRCIϩQ results shows that the internal contraction error is small, but increases with the excitation energy. Expanding the active space has only a small effect on the ICMRCIϩQ results. Previous comparisons 23 have shown that the ICMRCI and MRCI results converge as the active space is expanded. This suggests there is a cancellation of errors, as the difference between the ICMRCIϩQ results is small for the ͑62͒ and ͑84͒ active spaces. These calculations suggest that the error introduced by evaluating the dipole moment as an expectation value rather than an energy derivative is small. Note, however, that the dipole moment calculated in this way does not include the effect of the Davidson correction.
In Table II we report the core correlation contribution determined at various levels of theory. The correction ⌬V core is defined as the difference of the energies from a valence only and core and valence electron calculation. For these calculations, we use the averaged coupled pair func-tional ͑ACPF͒ method 24 or the coupled-cluster singles and doubles ͑CCSD͒ approach 25 including a perturbational estimate of the triple excitations 26 ͓CCSD͑T͔͒. This is because it is necessary to use a size extensive method when different numbers of electrons are correlated. 21, 27 Employing the CCSD͑T͒ method to determine ⌬V core gives a core contribution that is slightly smaller than the ACPF results. This is consistent with previous results for other systems where the ACPF core contribution is larger than the CCSD͑T͒ result. ⌬V core is insensitive to improvements in the basis set: the The pair specifies the number of active orbitals in each symmetry. C5Z basis set gives nearly the same contribution as the CQZ basis set. This suggests that we are slightly overestimating the core contribution in this work.
In Table III we show the results of a basis set convergence study. The energies have not been corrected for basis set superposition error ͑BSSE͒. It is not clear how to correct for BSSE in the present situation. The basis set effect is largest for the near-linear points, which is expected based on symmetry arguments. If we assume that the energies converge logarithmically with improvement in the basis set, then we can extrapolate to the basis set limit, 28 and we include the extrapolated values in Table III . The extrapolations use the three largest basis sets given for each geometry. Note that extrapolation is not possible at all geometries-sometimes the energy oscillates. Other extrapolation formulas exist, 29 and using them as well gives some idea of the reliability of the extrapolations. This indicates an uncertainty of several cm Ϫ1 . It is interesting to compare the results of the two-point extrapolation formula 29 using the QZ and 5Z data to the results from the exponential extrapolation. The two-point formula gives the extrapolated energy as the 5Z energy plus 0.812 times the difference between the 5Z and QZ energies. Computing the average ratio of the difference between the extrapolated and 5Z energies to the difference between the 5Z and CQZ ACPF energies yields the fraction 0.87, which is close to the predicted value.
The ICMRCI and CCSD͑T͒ calculations were performed with ͑Ref. 30͒ and the uncontracted MRCI calculations were performed with MOLECULE/SWEDEN. 31 All calculations were carried out on a Cray C90 at the NASA Ames Research Center.
The geometries are specified by the two O-H bond lengths and the angle between them. The majority of the points computed correspond to a grid with rϭ0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7 Å and ϭ 30°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120°, 140°, 160°, 170°, and 180°. In addition, a number of points were added to characterize other regions of the surface. This includes points needed to determine a quartic representation, points describing OϩH 2 and OHϩH, and additional cuts within the grid.
The energy and dipole moment function were computed at 771 points using the 5Z basis set. For the points below 40 000 cm Ϫ1 , the core contribution was also determined using the CQZ basis. The geometries, energies, and dipole moments are available from E-PAPS. 32 The grid employed is sufficiently dense to accurately define the PES to 35 000-40 000 cm Ϫ1 . There are 285 points above 40 000 cm Ϫ1 , which are useful in helping define the high-energy portions of the surface, but the density of points is not sufficient to accurately specify the surface in this energy range. It should be noted that we have followed the lowest energy surface of AЈ symmetry. Thus, for the linear geometries we switch from the 1 ⌺ ϩ to the 1 ⌸ states as r increases.
III. ANALYTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PES
The most popular analytic representation of the PES for H 2 O is the power series in the Morse transformed OH bond lengths and the cosine of the HOH angle that was introduced by Jensen. 33 In the present work we use an alternate form, more similar to the many body expansion popularized by Murrell and co-workers. 34 We do this for several reasons. The first is that the Jensen form is not capable of dissociating properly-even when only one bond length goes to infinity, the potential depends on the HOH angle. This is not to say that the present potential properly accounts for the complex crossings and avoided crossings in the asymptotic limits, 35 but it does become isotropic as any atom is pulled away. This improves the agreement with the ab initio energies of the HϩOH geometries, which are given small weights in the fitting procedure. The second reason is that the representation of the potential for short HH distances is not reasonable. This can also be improved by adding a post-hoc correction term. 36 The final reason for preferring a different form is our difficulty in obtaining a globally reasonable fit using the Jensen expansion. In order to obtain small fitting errors, it was necessary to use a large number of terms, and the higher-order terms did not extrapolate very well, giving rise to spurious minima outside the region where data were present. Note the fit to the 5Z ICMRCIϩQ energies used in Ref. 37 was a preliminary one using the Jensen expansion, and also included a fit to a preliminary estimate of the effects of core correlation.
The form finally adopted is
where the r i are the OH bond lengths, is the HOH angle, The parameters D, a, r 0 , A, b, and the c i jk were determined by performing an unequally weighted least squares fit to the ab initio data ͑ICMRCIϩQ energies͒, the parameter ␤ was fixed at 2a o Ϫ2 to give fast enough damping ͑least squares optimization of this variable as well favored a much smaller value͒, and r e and e were fixed at preliminary estimates of the equilibrium geometry. The functions V a and V b are not meant to represent accurately the asymptotic OH and HH potential curves. Initial trials used a bound HH potential curve instead of V b , but good results were not obtained. An important question is how accurately we should attempt to fit the ab initio points. In principle one should fit them exactly, but this is not achievable in practice. A more pragmatic approach is to fit the energies to within their individual errors, which are fairly substantial although quite systematic. However, we have found it valuable to fit the points as well as possible and then empirically adjust the PES by matching experimental line positions; see Sec. VI below. We have found that better fits to the ab initio data give rise to better fits to the experiment when varying a given number of parameters. Thus, we ended up using in Eq. ͑4͒ iϩ jр8, and kр14Ϫ(iϩ j) for a total of 245 c i jk , after taking account of symmetry. A FORTRAN subprogram to evaluate this fit can be obtained from E-PAPS. 32 Since the range of energies spanned by the ab initio calculations is large, it is necessary to unequally weight the points in the fitting procedure to obtain a satisfactory fit. This bias is included because the density of low-energy points is greater and the energies have finite precision. It would not be valuable to try to represent noise in the lowenergy points at the expense of higher-energy points. Linear and near linear points where the electronic wave function changes character from 1 ⌺ to 1 ⌸ were not included in the fit. In Figs. 1-3 we show various aspects of the fit. In Fig. 1 gies above 39 000 cm Ϫ1 . In Fig. 3 , we show a contour plot of the fitted PES for symmetric geometries, along with points showing the ab initio grid. It would be hard to fit much higher in energy without additional points particularly at small r i and small angle.
To include core correlation, we fit the difference in energies between the CQZ calculations with and without correlating the core ͑relative to their minimums͒. These calculations used the ACPF energies. This yields the correction ⌬V core , which is represented by Eq. ͑4͒ with iϩ jϩkр6, for a total of 50 c i jk , after taking account of symmetry. The parameters can be obtained from E-PAPS. 32 A total of 371 points were included in the fit, and the points used the same weights as when fitting V
5Z
. 38 On average, the magnitude of the core contribution is about twice the basis set correction. Both corrections have a geometry dependence and the shifts can be positive or negative. The basis set correction is largest for the linear points and lowers the relative energies. The core correction varies from Ϫ200 to 300 cm Ϫ1 . The magnitude is larger for the linear and small angle geometries and the magnitude increases as r OH decreases.
IV. ANALYTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE DMS
To represent the DMS we follow the procedure of Ref. 39 and write
where q is a point charge and x H i , x O are position vectors of the atoms in a conveniently oriented coordinate system. The function q is a scalar and is independent of the definition of the body fixed coordinate axes. It can be expanded using the same type of functions as the potential, and the DMS will transform as a vector. Note that q is not symmetric with respect to interchanging r 1 and r 2 . We use the dipole moment computed as an expectation value from the ICMRCI wave function using the 5Z basis. We represent q by
with q 0 a zero-order term and q c a correction. We take
where P l is a Legendre polynomial, and q c is given by the same expansion as used for V c in Eq. ͑4͒. The parameters in q 0 were determined by approximately fitting the point charges determined by inverting Eq. ͑7͒ for symmetric geometries. The parameters in q c were determined by a least squares fit using the functions with iϩ jϩkр6. A FORTRAN subprogram to evaluate the DMS is available from E-PAPS. 32 The same weights were used as in fitting the PES. In Fig. 4 we show the magnitude of the difference between the fitted and computed DMS for ab initio energies up to 30 000 cm Ϫ1 . The errors are usually quite small.
V. ROVIBRATIONAL CALCULATIONS
Transition intensities and energies were computed for a given PES and DMS using the procedures described in Ref. 39 , with some improvements, which are described in the Appendix. Specific details are as follows. For H 2 16 O, we used two different parameter sets. The first ͑set A͒ was used in the optimization of the PES, and was for Jр5. The second ͑set B͒ was used to generate a high-temperature line list, and used J up to 55. Where the parameter set differs in the discussion below, the values for set B are given in parentheses. The internal coordinates for symmetric isotopes were the Radau hyperspherical coordinates, and the llk coupling scheme was used for the angle. For asymmetric isotopes, Radau coordinates were used. Since, in the present work, a triatomic is involved whereas the development in Ref. 39 is for tetratomics, l 3 ϭ0 and kϭ⍀ in the llk coupling scheme. The body frame z axis was aligned with one of the Radau vectors. Optimized stretching and rotation-bending basis functions were determined by performing a self-consistentfield ͑SCF͒ calculation on the lowest level for each JPS. The exact numerical parameters for stretches were chosen automatically, 40 using the criteria 10 Ϫ5 for solving the onedimensional Schrödinger equations with a cutoff of 0.3͑0.35͒ 
E h and 10
Ϫ6 for determining the optimized quadrature rules. For Jу35, this cutoff was reduced to 0.3E h , because the centrifugal potential was large enough to push the higher symmetric stretch levels into the continuum.
For JPSϭ0ϩϩ, H 2 16 O, this resulted in 23͑30͒ contracted functions, 94͑141͒ primitive functions, and an 18͑23͒ point quadrature for the hyperradius, and 13͑15͒ contracted functions, 30 primitive functions, and a 14/2 point quadrature for the hyperangle ͑symmetry allows us to use half of the quadrature points for the hyperangle͒. For the bend, we use associated Legendre functions P lm with lр45 and, when expanding the PES in terms of Legendre polynomials, we used 91 functions and a 91 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Contracted functions up to the energy cutoff of 0.17͑0.24͒ E h were determined. For JPSϭ0ϩϩ, this resulted in 20͑25͒ contracted functions. In the final coupling step, all functions with sums of SCF energies less than 0.3͑0.35͒E h above the minimum energy were used, unless this number was greater than 5000͑7500͒, in which case only the lowest 5000͑7500͒ functions were used. ͑This happens for Jу4.) In the final diagonalization step, we explicitly exploit the symmetry decoupling due to the indistinguishability of the H atoms. This matrix was diagonalized using the routine DSYEV from LAPACK. 41 We determined all eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the energy range 0 to 0.1͑0.15͒ E h . Parameter sets similar in quality to set A were used for calculations for the other isotopes.
The dipole matrix elements required for the determination of the intensities were computed using the techniques described in Ref. 39 . Specific numerical details are as follows: we expanded the angular dependence of the DMS using P lm with lр26 and used 28 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature to determine the expansion efficients and used a 20 point optimized quadrature for the hyperradius and a 15/2 point quadrature for the hyperangle. The use of a DMS that transforms as a vector obviates the need for special quadratures 42 over the angle. All rovibrational calculations were carried out on an IBM RS-6000/590 work station equipped with 512 Mbyte of memory.
All 
VI. EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS TO THE PES
Using the PES V 5Z to predict line positions does not give perfect agreement with the experiment for a variety of reasons, besides the fact that the fit does not perfectly represent the ab initio data. The ab initio data are not exact because the one-electron basis is not complete, the core electrons are not correlated, and a full CI is not used. In addition, we have neglected corrections like relativity, mass polarization, radiative, and diagonal adiabatic modifications to the BornOppenheimer approximation. Including all these corrections leads to a modification of the PES. In addition, there are nonadiabatic effects, which can lead to more complicated changes in our equations. Finally, there can be experimental errors. We will attempt to include these effects empirically by modifying the PES and generating a new PES called V emp , which is written in the form . It should be noted that using a function of the form of Eq. ͑10͒ can only make up for some deficiencies in the fit to the original 5Z data. Errors produced by using fitting functions of the wrong form cannot be corrected. Errors that are due to nonoptimum weighting of the points can be corrected to a certain degree. That is, in this step, regions of the PES of which the eigenvalues are not sensitive will be deemphasized.
We determine the parameters in V emp by comparing to the experimental data in the HITRAN 92 data base. 17 Since some of the corrections to the PES are mass dependent, we only consider the H 2
16
O isotope of water. We consider other isotopes in Sec. VIII. One problem with making this comparison is associating the theoretical lines with the appropriate experimental lines. Although most of the lines have quantum number assignments, the assignments are not always correct. In the present work, we take the assignment to consist of the rigid rotator quantum numbers 43 JK a K c and the internal energy for the initial and final level. Furthermore, some theoretical levels have appreciable resonance mixing, so a meaningful set of labels cannot be given ͑pre-sumably this is also the case for the experimental levels͒. Because we use JK a K c and internal energy to assign transitions, resonances that do not involve K a and K c will not cause any difficulty. Alternatively, one can compare line positions and intensities to try and find the best match. In practice, we minimized ͓(
calc /I exp ͔ 2 to associate lines, but this procedure is not perfect. There are instances where there are two closely spaced peaks with 3:1 intensity ratios where this procedure associates the strong peak with the weak peak ͑and leaves the other one unmatched͒ when the intensities differ greatly between experiment and theory ͑the 3:1 factor comes from the nuclear spin statistics͒. Thus, when using this method we also require that the assignments match between theory and experiment. We hope that there are enough properly assigned lines to outweigh any improperly assigned lines in the least-squares procedure. A problem with this procedure is that it excludes high-lying rovibrational levels that are not well described by a single basis function. More sophisticated pattern matching techniques would be desirable.
Another problem of more practical concern is which lines to try to match, or whether to match actual energy levels. In the present work we use lines, the motivation being that these are the directly measurable quantities. The cheapest procedure would be to just look at the R͑0͒ lines, but these lines are not that sensitive to the rotational energy levels. Matching all the lines is much more expensive and, furthermore, weights the rotational energy levels more than the vibrational energy levels, since for high J only rotational transitions are included in the database. In the present work, we include all lines with Jр5 in our optimization. For larger J, the number of vibrational transitions decreases. We will see that the potential we obtain does well for the rotational energies for higher J.
When performing least-squares optimization of potential parameters, the routine LMDER from MINPACK ͑Ref. 44͒ was used. To facilitate the optimization, the basis functions used to expand the wave functions were the low-lying eigenfunctions of the starting PES. The derivatives of the transition energies with respect to the parameters required by LMDER were computed using the Hellman-Feynman theorem for the individual eigenvalues. The most time consuming step of the optimization was the determination of the eigenvectors of the starting PES. If enough eigenfunctions are used, it is necessary to determine them only once. It appears that very accurate eigenvalues are required for the optimization process. Using poorly converged eigenvalues does not merely give the wrong PES, it causes the final errors to be larger. This apparently occurs because of the large amount of data compared to the flexibility allowed by our parameters.
The optimization was carried out in two steps. First, a preliminary fit with c 5Z ϭ1, c core ϭc basis ϭ0, and ⌬V rest using iϩ jϩkр2 was carried out using the Q͑1͒ lines, with line associations made by matching assignments. For all transitions up to 14 400 cm Ϫ1 , using the ab initio PES (V 5Z ), the root mean square ͑rms͒ error was 6.91 cm Ϫ1 , and after the optimization, the rms error was 0.081 cm Ϫ1 . In the final optimization, the line association was made by matching peak heights and peak positions, as described above, with the theoretical calculations using the initially optimized PES. The data in the least squares fit were not equally weighted-each transition had an acceptable error associated with it. These were taken to be max(0.1cm Ϫ1 ,err), where err is an estimate of the error in the theoretical calculations due to incomplete convergence of the rovibrational wave functions with respect to adding more basis functions. In addition, the weight for a few points was set to near zero if there was a large (Ͼ1 cm Ϫ1 ) difference between theory and experiment. A total of 5493 lines had nonzero weights, and transitions up to 20 519 cm Ϫ1 were included in the optimization ͑most transitions were below 17 000 cm Ϫ1 ). The final rms error for the 5237 points with weights equal to 1/0.1 cm Ϫ1 was 0.044 cm Ϫ1 . In this fit, a total of 21 parameters were varied: three scaling the various computed functions and 18 in ⌬V rest , which included the functions 1рiϩ jϩkр3, and kу1, iϩ jϩkр4. More bending functions were included because there were larger errors in the bending transitions. The parameters for V emp are available from E-PAPS. 32 The error as a function of the transition energy for the final fit is shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 shows a series of clusters. Each cluster corresponds to a vibrational band, and within each cluster are the different rotational transitions.
Many clusters show little dependence on J-they have very little vertical width. Others show fairly large scatter. The scatter increases as the transition energy increases, but the grouping of the clusters about the zero line does not change significantly. We attribute this scatter to errors in the HITRAN data base, see Sec. VII.
The fact that many vibrational transitions have errors that weakly depend on J is very important for extrapolating to higher J. In earlier fits using c So far we have not explicitly included nonadiabatic effects. These are difficult to include rigorously. One simple way promoted 45 to include nonadiabaticity is to use the atomic rather than nuclear masses. In the early stages of this work, we carried out optimizations using both the atomic and nuclear masses, and in all cases the quality of the fits was not significantly different. Thus, in the final stages we only used the nuclear masses. Another way to parameterize the nonadiabatic effects is to proceed as follows; 46 for a onedimensional problem in the electronically adiabatic representation where there are two coupled electronic states, we must solve
where f i are the vibrational functions for the two states,
V i the PES for state i ͑including diagonal corrections to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation͒, where G 12 is a nonadiabatic coupling matrix element, the derivative acting to the right, and
with the derivative acting to the left. Since we are primarily interested in f 1 , we can write the formal solution as
thus, the nonadiabatic correction takes the form ‫ץ͗‬ f 1 /‫ץ‬r ͉F͉ ‫ץ‬ f 1 /‫ץ‬r͘, where F is a nonlocal function depending on the eigenvalue. If we assume F is a constant, then this is a correction to the kinetic energy. Thus we tried to include nonadiabatic effects by introducing three scaling parameters for the kinetic energy operators, but we did not obtain significantly different results. We believe that this is not because nonadiabatic effects are small or that this is not a good way to include nonadiabatic effects, but rather that we already have included some nonadiabaticity. This can be understood by noting that we could have just as well used an electronically diabatic basis. In that case, H 12 would include potential coupling but no derivative coupling, and the nonadiabatic correction would just change the PES. One conformation of this notion is the fact that when fewer parameters were used in ⌬V rest , scaling the kinetic energy operators did improve the results. However this change, as well as the kinetic energy scaling, should in principle be different for each rovibrational level. 47 Thus, by using a single PES or single set of kinetic energy scaling parameters, we can only hope to mimic the nonadiabatic effect on the average. It should be noted that in our calculations, scaling the kinetic energy operators is not equivalent to changing the masses because there are three scaling parameters and only two unique masses, and the masses also enter in the definition of the internal coordinates.
One other observation on the nuclear versus atomic mass question is as follows: For water, the choice of the mass of oxygen is not critical. 37 Suppose we scale the atomic coordinates by the factor s 1/2 , then the resulting Schrödinger equation will involve the scaled masses m i /s, where m i is the mass of atom i. To evaluate the PES, one would have to unscale the coordinates. Now one could introduce an empirical correction to the PES that would exactly cancel this scaling, thus scaling the coordinates everywhere, except in the PES, represents a change to the PES. If we take s to be equal to the ratio of the hydrogen nuclear-to-atomic mass, and the results are not sensitive to the difference between the oxygen atomic mass and s times the oxygen nuclear mass, then the computed rovibrational energies from an empirically determined PES will not depend on the choice of mass if the empirical correction is sufficiently flexible. We have tried calculations using atomic masses and scaling the coordinates in V emp , and we find a shift of 0.036 cm Ϫ1 to the zero point energy and a 0.02 cm Ϫ1 change in the fundamentals. Thus, it appears that the choice of mass is important only if the errors are of this order. Thus, in retrospect, it would have been worthwhile considering trying the atomic masses in the final fit.
Another complication arises due to coupling between electronic and nuclear angular momentum. This will lead to corrections to the rotational kinetic energy, and the derivation of Ref. 46 shows terms scaling as J 4 . Although the trend is for the errors to increase with J, the increase is not dramatic, so these terms are apparently small.
VII. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FOR H 2
16
O FOR THE EMPIRICAL PES. 48 We now compare these results to the complete HITRAN 96 database. To associate the theoretical and tabulated lines, we used the following procedure. This involves several steps because of different ambiguities in the line assignments. We only used the 289 806 theoretical lines with intensities greater than 10 Ϫ30 cm/molecule at 296 K in the automated matching procedure.
Using the final PES
In the theoretical results, there are two nearly degenerate levels that both have the dominant configuration 010 13 11 2 . These levels differ in energy by only 0.02 cm Ϫ1 , and transitions into either level have about the same intensity, which is about half the intensity of the single lines contained in the database. Thus, before matching the lines, we replaced the pair of lines with a single one using the average position and the sum of the intensities.
In the first step of the matching, for each line in the database, we searched the theoretical lines for a transition with the same assignments for the initial and final levels. This used a 30 cm Ϫ1 window. Once a theoretical line was matched with a line from the database, it was taken out of the pool of available lines. In the second matching step, we allow for resonant mixing between the rotational and vibrational quantum numbers of the final level. Thus, we proceed as before except we ignore K a and K c of the final level, and we use a 2 cm Ϫ1 window. Next we do the same, but allow for resonant mixing only in the initial level. There are a number of lines in the database that appear to have missassigned vibrational energies. We match these next by proceeding as in the first step except we ignore the internal energy when matching assignments and only accept a match if the intensities agree within a factor of 10. There are a number of unassigned lines in the database, and we match them by minimizing ͓(
In many cases, the match of the unassigned lines was very clear. In the final automated step, we repeated the first step, but used a 101 cm Ϫ1 window. This was done because there are several lines for which the hundreds digit of the line position is in error by one. Then about a dozen lines were matched by hand. Mostly this involved extracting a line from the theoretical results with an intensity less than the 10 Ϫ30 cm/molecule cutoff, but in a couple of cases additional misassigned lines were matched. By this means, 30 092 of the 30 117 lines were matched. Of the remaining lines, all but one were very weak and so could not be unambiguously matched. The other line was sufficiently distant from theo-retical lines of similar strength to make a match difficult.
In Table IV , we give a band-by-band comparison of the present results and those from the database. In Table IV . We do not find it useful to quote the rms error, because there are a number of outliers for each band, and they distort the rms error. For example, for this band the maximum error is 0.80 cm Ϫ1 , and we consider 26 of the 1728 lines to be outliers. We determine the outliers by computing the average absolute deviation from the average. Then lines with errors greater than four times this are considered outliers. Using three times the average absolute deviation from the average produces very similar results because there is usually a big gap between the outliers and the other lines. We use the average absolute deviation from the average rather than the rms error, because it is more well behaved in the presence of outliers. 49 About 3% of the lines are outliers.
Some of the outliers appear to be due to transcription errors somewhere in the preparation of the database. For example, the 101 000 band has four lines with errors very close to 100 cm Ϫ1 , the 131 000 band has one line with an error very close to 100 cm Ϫ1 , and the 041 000 band has two lines with errors very close to 10 cm Ϫ1 . The 211 000 band has one line with an error very close to 10 cm Ϫ1 . Otherwise, the errors for these bands is usually quite small, thus, it seems very likely that one digit is off by one unit for these lines. Other transcription errors, like transposed digits or errors in the units digit or to the right of the decimal point are less obvious. We note that there are many lines with errors very close to 1 cm Ϫ1 . We have tried to see if there were any trends with the outliers, and so we plotted their errors for many bands as a function of various quantities. A typical example is Fig. 6 , where we plot the errors for the 020 000 band as a function of the final value of J for the line. We see many points having very small errors, randomly scattered points with large errors, and then points with errors increasing at high J. The outliers only occur for Jу9 for this band. This suggests that in addition to transcription errors, some of the outliers are due to missassignments of weak lines having high J due to inadequacies of the model Hamiltonians used in the line analysis. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of errors in our Hamiltonian which become important at higher J. Also, recall that we only used Jр5 when optimizing our potential, thus optimizations using higher J could reduce the errors at high J. However, given the presence of the outliers, it is not clear which lines should be included in the fit at high J. Considering the errors as a function of K a and K c did not reveal further insight into the sources of the errors.
Returning now to Table IV , we see that most bands are fit very well. The agreement deteriorates at the highest frequency transitions, but remains quite good. Some of the increase in error may be due to incomplete convergence of the rovibrational wave-function expansions. Overall, the errors are small: for all 30 Also included in Table IV is a comparison of line intensities. Here, we do not include the outliers. We give the intensity summed over all lines in the band from HITRAN 96, and the ratio of the summed intensity from the calculations to the summed intensity from HITRAN. For most bands, there is good agreement. Out of the 52 bands, 15 have ratios between 0.9 and 1.1, and 29 have ratios between 0.8 and 1.2. All but five agree within a factor of 2, with the largest deviation being a factor of 7.17 for the 041 000 band. For this band, the theoretical lines are systematically stronger than those in the database. The agreement for individual line strengths is not always so good, even for bands where the summed intensity agrees well. We also give in Table IV 7 , which occurs for the 120 000 band-here the summed intensities agree within 10%. It is likely that there are transcription errors in the intensities as well. Missassignments of lines may also contribute to the errors.
It is important to note that many of the intensities in the HITRAN data base are not obtained from measurement but rather from approximate theoretical calculations parameterized by other measurements, thus some disagreement with the present results is not unexpected. In Fig. 7 , we show the intensity in absorption for room temperature H 2 16 O computed using the HITRAN 92 database and the present PES and DMS. In generating the spectra, a Gaussian of full width at half-maximum of 20 cm Ϫ1 was used for each line. The spectrum shows a series of peaks separated by deep valleys. The peaks agree quite well, however, there are greater differences in the valleys. Part of this is because the present results include many more weak lines.
It is one thing to obtain accurate line positions, but another to also get accurate rovibrational energies. We have compared the rovibrational energies for Jϭ20 obtained from 
V
emp with those given for the Polyansky-Jensen-Tennyson ͑PJT͒ potential. 9 These are given in Also included in Table VI is the entropy of mixing 36 and the wave-function decomposition from a natural modal analysis of each level. The quantum number labels were determined as before 52 by node counting, followed by readjustment in selected cases. Thus, the labels are not infallible, especially for weakly occupied components. This happens since a single set of functions for all levels is not used. As the energy increases, the amount of mixing increases, except for certain isolated cases, such as the 0 11 0 level. The mixing is usually of two types. There is strong mixing between levels that do not change 1 ϩ 3 , which is well known for H 2 O. There is also stretch-bend mixing between the levels 1 2 3 and 1 ϩ1 2 Ϫn 3 with nϭ2 for low 2 and nϭ3 for higher 2 . As anharmonicity changes the optimum value of n, so some high bending levels can be quite pure, e.g., the 0 11 0 level.
In Table VII we give some selected dipole matrix elements, which should be useful for users of the PES and DMS given in the present work. The tabulated quantity is the square of the matrix element of the dipole moment, averaged over initial-state rotational degeneracies and summed over final-state rotational degeneracies. When available, the results from the HITRAN 92 database are also given. The agreement between the calculated and HITRAN 92 frequencies is very good, while the agreement of the matrix elements is less satisfying.
As mentioned above, we have carried out calculations of a high-temperature line list for H 2 16 O using V emp and the DMS of this work. Calculations were carried out for J up to 55 and a total of 170 625 rovibrational energy levels were determined. The maximum number of roots extracted per JPS was 1633, and that occurred for JPSϭ17ϪϪ. A total of 307 721 352 possible transitions are generated by the computed levels, and the line strengths for each line have been calculated. In Fig. 8 we show the computed line strengths in absorption for several temperatures. At high temperature, the dips between the vibrational bands have almost completely filled in. The partition function computed from these energy levels is given in Table VIII . We use statistical weights of 1 and 3 for the different symmetries. The partition function may be fit by a power series in temperature using half integral powers. These calculations were designed to be the best that could be carried out given the algorithm used and the computer hardware available. The high-lying levels are not well converged, but it is expected that this line list will be valuable for high-temperature simulations because the poorly converged levels will primarily contribute to weak lines that form an unresolved background to the spectra.
VIII. OTHER ISOTOPES
In this section we consider the other isotopes. Table IX gives low lying vibrational frequencies for seven different isotopically substituted water molecules. The first line gives the frequency determined using the PES V emp , the second using the PES V mass described below, the third uses an ab initio diagonal adiabatic correction, 37 calculated and tabulated results. Tables X and XI use the  same format as Table IV , and again we only give results for bands with at least 100 lines. The results in Table X for H 2   17 O are quite similar to the results for H 2 16 O. Most of the bands are fit very well, with the exceptions of the 111 and 201 bands, which differ systematically by nearly 3/4 cm Ϫ1 . The calculated frequencies are too low. These are fairly high-energy transitions and may be hinting that a mass dependent correction is beginning to be important. Overall, the 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, and 95 percentile differences between the calculated and tabulated line positions are Ϫ1.17, Ϫ0.75, Ϫ0.03, Ϫ0.02, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 cm Ϫ1 . About 2.4% of the lines appear to be outliers. There are a total of 3744 lines in the database for this species, and we were able to match all the tabulated lines with calculated lines. The agreement between the calculated and tabulated intensities is usually quite good.
In Table XI we give the results for H 2   18 O. Again the results are very good on the whole, with a few bands systematically off: the 012 band is about 3 cm Ϫ1 too low, the 031 band is about 4 cm Ϫ1 too low, and the 003 band is about 6 cm Ϫ1 too low. The 111 and 201 bands that were systematically too low for H 2 17 O are now a little too high. If the difference was due primarily to a correction to the PES that scales with the mass of the oxygen atom, then we would expect the 17 O results to be intermediate between 16 O and 18 O, which is not what we observe. Perhaps some experimental error is involved in these bands. Out of the 6357 lines for this species, we were able to match all but one with calculated lines, and the 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, and 95 percentile differences between the calculated and tabulated line positions are Ϫ2.98, Ϫ0.06, Ϫ0.03, 0.00, 0.03, 0.20, and 0.43 cm Ϫ1 . We estimate that about 3.4% of the lines are outliers. The intensities agree pretty well between the computed and tabulated results. Now return to Table IX and consider HD   16 O, the only other water species for which data exists in the HITRAN database. Here, the differences between the frequencies from V emp and the database are larger -up to 0.26 cm Ϫ1 . In fact, if one considers all 2058 lines in the database with Jр5, the rms difference between the frequencies computed using V emp and the HITRAN 96 database is 0.247 cm Ϫ1 , which is about a factor of 6 times greater than for H 2 16 O. There is also extensive data 54, 59 for D 2 16 O and if we generate lines from the 180 tabulated energies with Jр5, the rms error using V emp is 0.182 cm Ϫ1 for the 2133 lines with computed intensities greater than 10 Ϫ30 cm/molecule ͑without including an isotope abundance factor͒. To improve on this, we decompose the PES into a mass independent part, called V BO , and a correction, ⌬V Ad , divided by the hydrogen masses. V BO should represent the Born-Oppenheimer PES plus relativistic and any mass independent effective nonadiabatic corrections, while ⌬V Ad should represent the diagonal adiabatic correction to the Born-Oppenheimer PES, mass polarization corrections, and any effective nonadiabatic corrections that scale as the inverse of the mass. Specifically, we write
where m i is the mass of the ith hydrogen isotope in the water molecule and V BO O, where ⌬V HDO and ⌬V D 2 O are corrections added to V emp to match the experiment for these species. We can parameterize these with a single set of coefficients because
and We represented ⌬V Ad using Eq. ͑4͒ with iϩ jϩkр2, which resulted in nine parameters. These parameters were optimized by simultaneously fitting the HD O. The results using this potential for these species are given in Table IX in the row labeled V mass , and the agreement with experiment is much improved, with maximum error of only 0.04 cm Ϫ1 . The parameters for this correction are available from E-PAPS. 32 We initially tried to parameterize ⌬V Ad just using HD 16 O. This suggests that we were using more parameters than warranted by the available data.
We have used the PES V mass to predict all of the HD 16 O lines in the HITRAN 96 database, and the band-byband results are given in Table XII . Of the 9226 lines in the database, we are able to match 9221. The five unmatched lines are weak and appear to be missassigned, because the initial and final parities are the same, and so violate dipole selection rules. The results are very good for all bands, and as before we see a number of outliers: we estimate that 1.9% of the lines are incorrect. Over all bands, the 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, and 95 percentile differences between the calculated and observed line positions are Ϫ0.04, Ϫ0.03, Ϫ0.02, 0.00, ) and 3 of HTO ͑0.14 cm Ϫ1 ). The experimental data for these fundamentals is rather old, 53 and may be subject to larger errors. However, for both these molecules, the other stretching frequency is also given, and it agrees well with the more modern results quoted in Table IX , so the discrepancies may be real.
Recently Zobov et al. 37 have computed the diagonal adiabatic correction for water using ab initio wave functions. They find that the correction due to oxygen motion is very small, which is what we observed. We have added the difference between their correction for a given isotopically substituted species and their correction for H 2 16 O to V emp , and computed the frequencies that are labeled V ZPST in Table IX . We see that the results obtained using this adiabatic correction sometimes agree well with V mass , sometimes going in the correct direction but not far enough, and sometimes going in the wrong direction. It is not clear if this is due to the approximate electronic wave functions used in Ref. ͑37͒ or to the neglect of other factors, such as mass polarization, which are included when we empirically determine the correction. 
IX. COMPARING THE AB INITIO RESULTS AND EMPIRICAL PES
We have seen that it is possible to modify the ab initio PES and reduce the errors in the line positions by two orders of magnitude. The next issue is how much of a change in the PES was required and whether the change is consistent with the expected errors of the ab initio results. Another issue of interest is the difference between the fully empirical PES [9] [10] [11] and the present PES.
In Table XIII Ϫ1 , V BO gradually gets worse. Presumably the reason for this is that the adiabatic correction, which was determined using only low-lying energy levels, becomes less accurate and overestimates the effect as the energies increase. Now consider the three fully empirical PES. Below 5000 cm Ϫ1 , PJT is the best, while for higher energies W is better. It is often significantly better. The comparison given in Table XIII It should be noted that all three fully empirical potentials are very similar in that they use the Jensen 33 functional form.
The PJT2 PES also includes the Choi and Light 36 correction for small HH distances. The number of unique linear parameters for each potential is 26 for PJT, 27 for PJT2, and 47 for W. Thus, it appears likely that the PJT and PJT2 potentials require more terms to approach the true PES, and when more terms are added, the results will get closer to V emp . However, a fully empirical PES will probably never get the very high portions of the PES correct. It is also interesting to note that the maximum differences in the surfaces are significantly larger than the differences in the computed transition frequencies. This suggests that the uniqueness of an empirical potential would require information about the true functional form of the potential, otherwise the potential can only hope to do well for regions of the PES that have the greatest influence on the fitted energy levels.
We can compare V emp to our most reliable ab initio data, which is given in Table III . Adding the core correction to the extrapolated energies yields a maximum difference of 30 cm Ϫ1 , which occurs at 170°, which is a great improvement over the 151 cm Ϫ1 error produced by just using the 5Z PES. In all cases, V emp is in closer agreement with our best estimate than the 5Z energy. The rms difference drops from 94 to 17 cm Ϫ1 from going from 5Z, which was the starting point in our optimization, to V emp . Thus, the changes made to the ab initio data are consistent with the expected errors in the calculations.
In Table XIV we give the equilibrium geometries, harmonic, and fundamental frequencies for the potentials generated in the present work as well as the empirical PJT, PJT2, and W potentials. The results used the PES from the present work and W PES use nuclear masses, while the PJT and PJT2 PESs both use atomic masses. Changing to the nuclear mass raises the stretching levels by about 1 cm Ϫ1 and the bending level by about 0.4 cm Ϫ1 . By construction, V emp , PJT, PJT2, and W agree very well with the fundamentals, but PJT and PJT2 have fairly large differences in other quantities, as compared to V emp and W. For example, the harmonic asymmetric stretch frequency differs by 4 cm Ϫ1 between V emp and PJT2. In Table XV we give the quartic derivatives of the potentials determined in the present work evaluated at their respective equilibrium geometries. The differences among the potentials are not that great. This again shows that the empirical modifications to the PES needed to improve the agreement with the experimental data are small.
X. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new PES and DMS for H 2 O obtained from high-quality ab initio electronic structure calculations at a large number of geometries. The PES was then empirically modified to match experimental line positions for H 2 16 O. The empirical PES was called V emp . Having accurate fits to the ab initio data and separately including core correlation were critically important to obtain the level of agreement with the experiment that is reported here; 66% of the experimental lines are matched with errors of less than 0.05 cm Ϫ1 . It appears that about 3% in the lines in the HITRAN 96 database are either wrong or missassigned. V emp extrapolates to high J well in spite of the fact that in the optimization only low J (р5) were used. V emp is decomposed into a mass-independent part and a mass-dependent correction, which is determined by fitting simultaneously data for HD 16 O and D 2 16 O. This mass dependent correction also gives good results for T 2 16 O and HT 16 O. No mass correction appears to be required for the different oxygen isotopes.
No nonadiabatic effects are explicitly included in the present work. The small errors obtained in the present work probably indicate that nonadiabatic effects are small. The present calculations use the nuclear rather than the atomic mass in the rovibrational calculations. It is shown that for low-lying levels, to within 0.02 cm Ϫ1 changing from one mass to the other is equivalent to scaling the coordinates in the potential. Thus, if nonadiabatic effects can be accounted for by changing to the atomic masses, they are on the order of 0.02 cm Ϫ1 .
There are some signs that the present PES is not perfect. The core correlation correction is scaled by 1.635 while calibration calculations indicate that the correct scaling factor should be less than one, the level of agreement without explicitly including nonadiabatic effects is perhaps a bit too good, and the errors do increase with J, although that issue is clouded by apparent errors in the experimental database. Just because we fit a substantial fraction of the experimental data well does not guarantee that the PES is correct. Thus, further work, both experimental and theoretical, on this problem is warranted.
The mass-dependent PES described in this work has been used to generate a high-temperature opacity database for H 2 16 
with having the domain ͓0,ϱ͔. We will expand n in terms of the primitive basis
with xϭ, and ␣ parameters, N n a normalization constant, and L n (␣) a generalized Laguerre polynomial. 62 These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the weight function x ␣ exp(Ϫx) on the interval ͓0,ϱ͔. In the absence of round-off error, the kinetic energy matrix elements are given exactly by quadrature:
where w i and x i are the Gaussian quadrature weights and nodes for the weight function x ␣Ϫ2 exp(Ϫx) and NϾmax(n,nЈ)ϩ2. The potential matrix elements are also evaluated by Gaussian quadrature. The quadrature weights and nodes can be computed using, e.g., the routines from Ref. 49 . The L n (␣) and L n (␣)Ј can be easily computed from recursion relations.
The final ingredients in our basis are the parameters ␣ and . We determine them by matching the position and relative curvature of 0 to the harmonic wave function. This results in the relations ϭ2 e /ប, ͑A4͒
and ␣ϭ e , ͑A5͒
with the harmonic frequency and e the equilibrium bond length. For H 2 O, on the first SCF iteration for JPSϭ0ϩϩ ͑at this point in the iterations the bending angle is fixed at its equilibrium value and the PES is averaged over the lowest function for the hyperangle͒, we have ϭ161/a o and ␣ϭ403. Because ␣ is large, it is advantageous to write
and include the first factor in the polynomials and the square of the second factor in the quadrature weights. To deal with the large numbers produced by using large ␣, one can use logarithms for intermediate quantities and then exponentiate the result. These basis functions are reasonably efficient-using a single function gives an energy within 92 cm Ϫ1 of the converged result for the ground vibrational level. Also the results are very stable when using large numbers of basis functions. It should be noted that all inverse powers of up to ␣ give rise to finite matrix elements and can be evaluated exactly by quadrature. This basis is similar to that introduced by Kauppi, 63 except that xϭ/ and ␣ϭ1/2 were used. When determining the optimized quadrature weights and nodes 64 for the contracted functions, we made two changes. First, the weight function was taken to be the sum of the squares of all the contracted functions, divided by 2 . Second, rather than using matrix elements of powers of Ϫ e to generate the quadrature nodes, we used matrix elements of powers of Ϫ o , with o an adjustable parameter. We then varied o to minimize the root-mean-square size of the matrix elements of the powers. These changes were necessary to give numerical stability to the determination of the quadrature nodes when large numbers of points were desired for a large number of contracted functions.
For the hyperangle , which transforms like the asymmetric stretch, the SCF equation takes the form with having the domain ͓0,/2͔. Coupling terms in the full kinetic energy require the evaluation of the operators sin
Ϫ2
and cos
, which gives rise to singularities at 0 and /2.
In this case, we make the transformation where N n is a normalization constant, ␣ and ␤ are parameters, and P n (␣,␤) is a Jacobi polynomial. 62 These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the weight function (1Ϫx) ␣ (1ϩx) ␤ on ͓Ϫ1,1͔. The extra factors of 1/4 in Eq. ͑A9͒ come from the Jacobian determinant. Then, in the absence of round-off error, the kinetic energy matrix elements can be computed exactly by quadrature, i.e., where e is the equilibrium value of . On the first SCF iteration, ͑at this point the other coordinates are fixed at their equilibrium values͒, we have ␣ϭ␤ϭ51, and approximating 0 by 0 yields an energy within 1.5 cm Ϫ1 of the converged result. Thus, this is a very efficient basis set.
One could also use a linear transformation of instead of Eq. ͑A8͒ to give a function having the domain ͓Ϫ1,1͔. However in that case, matrix elements of sin Ϫ2 and cos Ϫ2 would not be given exactly by quadrature. When computing the optimized quadrature nodes, the weight function is taken to be the sum of the square of all the contracted functions, divided by cos 2 sin 2 and powers of x were used to generate the quadrature. Thus, all functions of the form of Eq. ͑A12͒ with ␦ϭ␥ϭ1 and pрn Ϫ1, with n the total number of quadrature points ͑i.e., 14 for JPSϭ0ϩϩ), will be integrated exactly.
Since the body frame z axis was aligned along one of the Radau vectors, the primitive rotation-bending functions are not symmetric with respect to exchanging the two H atoms. However, the converged functions obtained by diagonalizing the rotation-bending part of the Hamiltonian either have the full symmetry, or are linear combinations of degenerate functions that have the full symmetry. This diagonalization is part of the SCF procedure. To determine the symmetry and to unmix the degenerate levels, we proceeded as follows: We evaluated the functions and the permutation operator acting on the functions at 100 randomly chosen configurations, and then we applied the techniques described in Ref. 39 to produce functions of pure symmetry. This is an inexpensive step. Only those functions whose root-mean-square deviation from the average of the symmetry eigenvalue was less than 0.01 were deemed pure enough to use in subsequent steps of the calculation. This reduced the effective value of the energy cutoff parameter for high J.
In the present work, we performed the diagonalization in two steps: first we coupled all functions with a given ⍀, and then we coupled only those functions with energies below a cutoff energy. In the present application, the first diagonalization step is not really necessary since ⍀ is not even remotely a good quantum number and essentially all functions from each ⍀ were used.
To assign approximate rotation-bending quantum numbers, the expectation value of the deviation of cos 2 from its average value was computed and then sorted into ascending order. An example of this is given in Fig. 9 for JPSϭ10ϩϩ. Figure 9 shows a stair step structure, and the first step is for 2 ϭ0, the second for 2 ϭ1, etc. For low 2 and low to moderate J, there is very little mixing between bend and rotation, so clear steps appear. For higher 2 and high J, there is more mixing and the step structure disappears. Nonetheless, we use a procedure based on this for all J and 2 . Specifically, after the sort, the first n rot JPS functions are assigned a bending quantum number of zero, etc, where n rot JPS is the number of rigid rotator functions of the particular JPS of interest. Then for each 2 , the rotational levels were labeled by the rigid rotator quantum numbers, and the particular choices were made by ordering both by energy.
To assign approximate quantum numbers for the rovibrational levels, we simply determined the eigenvector component of largest magnitude. Then the symmetric stretch quantum number was the number of nodes in the hyperradius basis function of this component, the asymmetric stretching quantum number was the number of nodes in the hyperangle basis function of this component, and the rotation-bending quantum numbers were taken from the assigned values of the rotation-bending function of this component.
